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Biographical information about George de Mille 

Born in Cayley, Alberta, December 7, 1917. 

His family moved to the Millarville area when he was 2 years old. 

The area was hard to farm. 

025 

He rode a horse to the Priddis school and the Bally Hamach school.  These were one room schools, 

through grade 9, and up to 20 children attended.   

055 

His father worked in the oilfield in the late 1920s as a teamster, with horse teams.  He also dug pipelines 

with pick and shovel. 

070 

They moved to Whiskey Row, north of Turner Valley, in 1929.  His father put in water pipelines for oil 

companies, to the oilwells.  Some companies dammed up small streams and took water from these small 

reservoirs for the steam boilers.  His father first worked for Model Oil and and hired on with Royalite in 

1929.  His first work was as a welder's helper on high pressure gas lines.  He became a welder and 

worked at that until 1932 or 1933 after which he was a pipeline foreman until 1939 for Royalite and 

Valley Pipeline.  He also worked on the pipelines into Calgary.  Although the company had gasoline 

ditchers, during the 1930s, the Depression, it hired men to dig in the pipelines in order to keep their 

employees working as much as possible.  Sometimes the work was rationed. 

170 

Description of the process of wrapping and tarring the pipeline.  The tarring process was messy and not 

the most popular job.  The men who applied the tar were called "wipers."  Later in the day, after the pipe 

was wrapped, the pipe was lowered into the trench and then backfilled by hand. 

220 

Royalite helped the working poor with food. 

240 

Some unemployed went to the oilfield looking for work and stayed near the flares at night to stay warm.  

Some of them even built small shelters near the flares. 

260 

Roads were poor in the early years and the heavy equipment demolished the roads during wet periods.  A 

half way house existed for many years between Okotoks and Turner Valley. 
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290 

The Hells Half Acre flare was the first one that George ever saw.  His family travelled from Millarville to 

Turner Valley to see the flares.  There were two pipes flaring gas into the creek.  One pipe was 6 or 8 

inches in diameter.  It was so loud that you could not talk to another person standing beside you at the 

site. 

360 

Pat and George suggested that we interview Lawrence Barker. 

385 

The family moved to the oilfield when George was 11 years old.  They lived at Whiskey Row and he 

attended school at the North Turner Valley school nearby.  Whiskey Row had a maximum of 20 houses. 
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Vulcan Oil drilled a well near the site that became Whiskey Row.  The brother of A.P. Patrick, the tool 

pusher at the Vulcan well, built the first house in this community.  Others who lived at the area included 

Joe Jackson, Scotty Currie, McIntyres, Lawrences, Barney Babb, Jack Hill, Reeses and Kelseys. 

040 

Whiskey Row amenities were minimal but included a few hand dug wells, gas taken from a nearby 

pipeline, gas lights, coal oil lamps, gas heaters and outhouses.  The family built a house at Whiskey Row, 

about 14 by 20, with three rooms including two bedrooms.  One summer George slept in a tent with a 

boarder. 

075 

Pat's father built a house around the family tent at Cuffling Flats. 

080 

George's father moved the shack from Whiskey Row to Millarville.  Description of the construction 

process of the shack.  Boards were bent over an upright beam down the middle of the roof and it was 

covered with rubberoid roofing. 

110 

Boys played games at school, hiked a lot through the bush, went fishing and swimming in the creeks and 

rivers and skated on the frozen rivers in the winter. 

150 

The family moved south of the Sheep River to Cuffling Flats.  There was a good swimming hole nearby.  

A swinging bridge crossed the river at Cuffling Flats and carried production from Royalite #19 to the 

Royalite plant in Turner Valley.  Children crossed the bridge to go to town and to school.  George went to 

the Cottage School, in the town of Turner Valley before the High School opened.  During the boom, the 

children went to school in shifts, half in the morning and the rest in the afternoon.  Later the schools were 

expanded. 

215 

He started high school at the Cottage School and finished it at the High School.  Miss Windle taught him 

at the North Turner Valley School and she married Bill Lineham.  Miss Briggs followed but she married 

John Lineham.  At the Cottage School, teachers included Gordon Minue, Roy Gould and Mr. Shearer. 

295 

Irene Gibbons taught French at the Turner Valley school and became Mrs. Dyck, a great supporter of the 

New Democratic Party. 

310 

Sports for the older children included softball, football, basketball - especially for women, and hockey. 

335 

Discussion of a high school hockey league. 

350 

History of the Turner Valley Oilers.  The Trail Smokeaters won the Memorial Cup in the mid 1930s and 

went on a world tour including to Japan.  Royalite then bought the team and moved it to Turner Valley.  

Some of the players were Doug Cairns and Pete Atkinson.  The Oilers played against the Calgary 

Stampeders and an Okotoks team among others. 

400 

Story of Pete Atkinson stepping aside to let an opponent score into the empty net because his team was 

not providing him with a defense. 
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Hockey story continued from the previous tape. 

020 

Turner Valley people attended the games in Okotoks and Calgary.  Attendance at the Okotoks games 

filled up the arenas, perhaps 200 people. 

035 

Don McKay announced the Calgary home games on the radio.  A partisan announcer, he once said the 

word "shit" over the air when the Calgary player missed shooting on the net during a breakaway. 

060 

George's first paid work, was fighting the big 1936 forest fire that threatened to come over from British 

Columbia.  Freddie Nash hired young men to prepare camps so George worked supporting the fire 

fighting efforts.  He packed supplies into the valleys with horses.  One major fire in the Mist Creek valley 

was fought by the men under to direction of the forest ranger. 

105 

He tried to get on as a day labourer at Royalite but he was too small.  Dyson Phelps eventually offered 

him a part-time job, 2.5 days per week on weekends.  While finishing high school he worked weekends 

for Royalite. 

140 

As a young teenager he dug wells, dug and grew gardens and worked at anything else he could to make 

some extra money.  Wages for men were only $1.50 a day so kids worked to make cash. 

160 

His part-time job for Royalite involved driving to all the drilling wells and picking up the drilling reports, 

geological samples and delivering them back to the plant in Turner Valley before 8 a.m.  The reports were 

then telephoned in to Calgary by 8:30 a.m.  He was up at 5 a.m. to get the work done by 8 a.m.  He did 

this job for the winter of 1936 and 1937. 

195 

In the summer of 1937, he hired on as an employee of a geological survey crew, as a horse, because the 

crew had no more money for men.  The survey was along the foothills from the Bow River to the 

Clearwater River.  He had previous experience as a packer for Bill Herron.  Walter Hutchison, a 

geologist, was the party chief.  The survey worked up along the trend, along the foothills, looking for 

surface indications of additional fields like the one at Turner Valley.  The survey took the whole summer 

to do the reconnaissance survey.  It did plane table surveys, based on the government maps, took samples, 

made sketches and made maps. 

300 

Geologists in Alberta at that time were few.  They included Ralph Rutherford, John Allan, Pete 

Sanderson, Ted Link and P.D. Moore. 

340 

The first geophysical survey in western Canada was in 1930 by Doc Heiland just north of the town of 

Turner Valley.  Imperial Oil still has a copy of the original report.  That line ran through Whiskey Row.  

Carter Oil came in the late 1930s and did more seismic work.  Geophysics solved the geological problem 

of North Turner Valley. 

385 

In the fall of 1937 he went to work at the geology department at the Royalite office in Turner Valley.  The 

company also washed and reported on the sample of the other wells in the field in exchange for samples 

from their wells.  Although the government had a geologist in Black Diamond, the companies could not 

get information from him as quickly as they could from the Royalite geologists. 
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Geological information was available in a few days from Royalite.  The samples went into small bags and 

one went to the government and the other to Royalite.  He drove as far south as the Milk River, once a 

week, to get the samples from other company's wells.  The samples were examined under microscope and 

the geologists and their assistants wrote reports.  He never had a company refuse to give a sample.  

Occasionally a company would hold back its sample for a few days if it thought it was on to an interesting 

discovery.  
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050 

Samples were taken every 10 feet, more often if something interesting came along. 

055 

The government geologist at Black Diamond was John Orr. 

070 

The Royalite geological lab was in the basement of the Royalite office.  Description of washing and 

drying process for the samples. 

100 

He trained under geologists including W.D.C. Don Mackenzie, Steve Cosbourne and Bill Gallup.  He 

worked in the lab until 1942 and eventually did maps, wrote reports and other more complicated duties as 

he learned more about geology. 

150 

Working conditions in the plant discussed.  During the war every employee carried an identification card.  

The facilities were fenced, with watchmen who checked the security cards.  Some of the watchmen 

carried guns.  A spotlight south of the river played on the plant at night. 

200 

Royalite was a good company to work for and it kept the job sites clean.  Workmen kept the weeds down. 

220 

He never served on the industrial council as it was limited to the production end of the operations. 

230 

The Northwest Company was a subsidiary of Imperial Oil as was Royalite.  In the bank at Crossfield, the 

teller refused to cash his cheque because, as far as che knew, the Northwest Company was a fur trading 

company that went out of business years before. 

265 

He never had any labour problems or complaints. 

280 

He joined up of his own choice in 1942 and served until 1949 in the Mediterranean and Northwest Europe 

with an anti-aircraft unit. 

320 

In about 1935 he worked for Bill Herron Jr. as a packer on a sheep hunting trip west of the Burns Mine.  

When all the other members of the hunting trip cancelled, Herron still went, with George as his only 

companion.  Bill got a goat.  He was a totally different man when he was in the mountains.  He taught 

George many good things about the out of doors while they were on the trip.  The trip was 5 or 6 days. 
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They just camped out under a tarp, without a tent, due to the small size of the group.  They took one pack 

horse and two riding horses.   

020 

George met George Pocaterra in later years when they all lived in Calgary in 1955 or 1956. 



 

035 

Recollections of George's uncle Ora de Mille.  He rode horse when he did the job of linewalker to 

Calgary along the Regal Oil Company pipeline to the refinery in Calgary.  He was a horseman and he 

trained men in the American cavalry during WWI and received dual citizenship for his efforts. 

075 

Sydney Barker walked the Calgary pipeline and Lawrence Barker walked the pipelines south of Turner 

Valley.  When Sydney Barker walked the Calgary pipeline, he stayed with friends along the route. 

100 

Entertainment included dances at the Legion, community halls and at the Log Cabin.  Movie tickets cost 

$0.25. 

130 

"The Batch" at the Royalite plant held up to 75 men in the 1920s but it closed in the 1930s as families 

came into the field.  Mrs. Yost had a rooming house before and during the war.  "The Batch" was 

reopened during the war to house women who worked in the office at the plant.  Before the war, all 

employees in the plant, including secretaries, were men.  Women who came in from outside the valley 

lived at "The Batch."  It was east across the road from the plant office, a group of buildings connected 

together. 

175 

Society Heights, up on the hill, was the location of the golf course. 

185 

They often skated up the Sheep River from the town.  They skated up to a place called New Black 

Diamond, perhaps five miles west of the hospital.  The community consisted of a few families, the Sages, 

Mitchells and the Dennings and was named after an early wildcat well. 

240 

George attended Social Credit meetings.  The party sometimes had a bean supper to attract people to the 

meetings.  George Hoadley was embarrassed at a meeting of the United Farmers of Alberta when it was 

pointed out that the only road that had been gravelled in his constituency was from the Macleod Trail to 

Hoadley's home.  People were ready for a change when Social Credit came along.  Aberhart was a 

persuasive speaker and well publicized by his radio programs.  Social Credit meetings he attended in 

Turner Valley were at the school and the theatre.  George's father was a conservative and did not 

encourage his son to become involved in other political parties. 

350 

Turner Valley did quite well during the 1930s.  Work was hard to find but George always found some 

kind of work in order to make a few dollars. 
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Biographical information about Patricia Jane Rutherford de Mille. 

She met George when his family moved to Cuffling Flats.  Their family moved there from Hanna in 1929 

and her father took on a job as a steam engineer at the gas plant. 

015 

She was five years old when she moved to Turner Valley.  Cuffling Flats had 15 to 20 houses.  The 

houses had gas, electricity, outhouses and by the 1940s, indoor plumbing. 

025 

Kids entertainment included sledding, skating and baseball.  The kids also delivered newspapers for the 

Calgary Albertan to Snob Hill, Dogtown, Okalta Flats, Calmont Plant and Poverty Flats.  Jack Gingwich 

was the man who delivered the papers to their house from Calgary. 

050 

Her father worked as a steam engineer his whole career. 

055 



 

All her children were born in different places, due to the frequent moves.  She stayed home while George 

went to the war.  She had enough of Turner Valley by the time George got back and she jumped at the 

chance to go wildcatting with George.  They had a trailer, a skidhouse and later a house in Peace River 

before they moved back to Calgary. 

085 

She had her own small house at Cuffling Flats while he was away at the war.  She and her young daughter 

walked everywhere.  Rationing was adequate for her food needs.   

105 

Wartime years were rather dull.  She went to Calgary once in a while on the bus to buy children's 

clothing.  One bus went to Calgary in the morning and came back in the afternoon. 

130 

Description of camp life while wildcatting. 

135 

Other newspapers included the Calgary Herald and The Flare. 

150 

Beatrice Barker is a collector of information about Turner Valley.  She and Lawrence went to Turner 

Valley in 1929 and lived on the same lot since. 

170 

Discussion of the floods.  The water so close to the swinging bridge that it was deemed hazardous to 

cross. 

190 

Dave Blacklock, a bachelor, was a naturalist who lived at the west end of town in a log cabin, at the top of 

Sunset Avenue.  He worked for Royalite even though his legs were injured in a mine accident.  The 

Ladies Aid cleaned his house while he was in hospital and he was not pleased when he got home and 

found that they had thrown away things he wanted to keep. 

210 

Doctors included Dr. David Lander and Dr. Harry Lander.  Mrs. LaRosee had a maternity hospital in a 

house in the town and she acted as a midwife.  Dr. Ardiel came out from Okotoks.  Pat always went into 

town to doctors or just made up her own remedies. 

245 

Royalite #23 nitroglycerine accident. 

250 

Accident at Royalite #14 where McRae was killed and one man lost his legs. 

280 

In the later years they had an old car, a used Chevrolet coupe. 

295 

The swimming pool was open year round.  A small charge for the pool covered the costs and paid the 

caretakers, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Calderwood.  The pool had change rooms, showers, a diving board, and 

offered swimming lessons.  The Women's Institute started the pool and the Calderwood's, near retirement 

age, took over the management of the pool.  People went swimming even in the dead of winter as the 

water was warm. 

350 

Curling was beyond the financial resources of the regular working class people. 

360 

George said of the management at the plant: "A lot of them were originally Calgary people and they 

looked, when they were out there, as it being sort of a purgatory." 

370 

The smell was particularly bad in the winter time was the lines were blown almost every day to keep the 

water out of the lines.  Food tasted like gas if it was not covered.  Description of blowing off the lines 

over the years. 
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Activities women did included tea and visiting.   

010 

Pat's father smoked even when he was around gas.  He got accidentally burned one day when gas blew up 

on him and Pat nursed him through the experience. 

020 

George sometimes encountered sour gas, hydrogen sulphide, but did not have any accidents with it.   

030 

Gas was merely stolen from a pipeline that passed the house.  A device called a "saddle" punctured a pipe 

and allowed anyone to connect a pipe to the pipeline.  Description of the adaptations people made to use 

gas in their woodburning stoves.  After Valley Gas was formed, in the 1940s, each consumer had a meter 

and had to pay for the gas. 

065 

A small fire pit, an incinerator, in the back yard burned the garbage.  Pat's father made a flare for the 

children to roast potatoes or a hot dog.  The potatoes were put into a little hole in the ground and stirred 

while the flare burned in the hole. 

090 

Some people had heaters in the outhouses.  Some people had 45 gallon drums of gasoline in the 

outhouses, gasoline they had stolen from the Smith separators.   

135 

Story about a man who poured a bucket of gasoline into his radiator, pretending that he was filling it with 

water in order to not show the field superintendent, who was driving up, that he was stealing gasoline. 

170 

Story of how George and Pat met when the de Mille's moved to Cuffling Flats.  After George's parents 

moved to British Columbia, he boarded with her family and they were married in 1942. 

210 

End of interview. 


